Teach A lesson to your Buddy Using Alice World

Summary of your project: Using the introductory templates to the ALICE World, create your own mini art lesson for your Kindergarten Buddies.

Create an Alice world teaching the following Art Subjects:

Name and identify colors.
Identify primary and secondary colors.
Mix secondary colors
Identify different types of line: straight, crooked, curved, zig-zag, wide and thin.
Recognize that line can be used to define contour of shapes and forms.
Name different textures on surfaces, for example: rough, smooth, bumpy.
Identify geometric shapes: circle, square, rectangle, triangle, diamond and oval.

Necessary resources (labs, disks, scanners, etc.): Alice, Flash Drive, Sound files, clip art. Primary Colors Alice example world.

8.TT.1.3 Use appropriate technology tools and other resources to design products to share information with others (e.g. multimedia presentations, Web 2.0 tools, graphics, podcasts, and audio files).

Items Must be included

- Color Change
- Animation
- Scene Change
- Sound Clip